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Job Title: Machine Operator 1 (Burnisher) Shift: 2

Department: 3182 Location: Owatonna

Reports To: Production Supervisor FLSA Status:

Position Purpose
Safely operate burnisher machines while maintaining established quality standards, work schedules, deburring of parts for
further operations. 

Essential Duties & Responsibilities
Use lift to load parts into burnisher.
Fill burnisher machine with required amount of parts, set machine checks to ensure burnishing chemicals are being
dispensed and sprayers are working properly.
Runs burnisher for required time and removes burnished parts; properly sets unloading gate so separator and dryer are
not overloaded.
Adds burnishing media to vibratory burnisher as necessary.
Cleans overflow baskets and screens as necessary to keep burnishers in good operating condition.
Checks burnished parts to ensure established quality and processing standards are being met.
Moves parts to and from burnishing locations.
Follows dispatch list in ordering parts in preparation for particular job to be done.
Maintains accurate production records and resolves shop order discrepancies.
Keeps work areas around machines in a clean and orderly fashion to minimize safety hazards.
Notifies Lead or Supervisor of operation problems and unsafe conditions.
Performs preventative maintenance to maintain equipment.
Performs other duties as assigned.

Knowledge / Skills / Abilities
Skills/Abilities - Manual dexterity to operate, adjust and maintain burnishing machines. Use common hand tools and
overhead hoist. Basic skills required to compute numbers accurately. Ability to read shop orders and work
instructions/procedures.

Qualifications / Prior Experience
Training and Experience - Machine set-up and operation. 
Learning Period - To learn the basics of this job requires two - six months. To handle all aspects of the job with minimal
supervision requires six months.

Work Environment / Other Requirements
Equipment Operated - Barrel or Roto burnisher, occasionally, floor jacks, hobbing machines, induction treaters,
secondary press, die casters, trim press, floor jacks, forklift and drill presses. Moderate care is required to prevent damage
to equipment. 
Working Conditions and Hazards - Constant noise and heat based on location. Exposure to hazards of machine
operation and to wet floor from spray. Some exposure to hot equipment and parts. Uniform safety practices consist of
safety shoes, safety glasses with side shields, hearing protection and other devices as required. 
Physical Effort Required - Requires continuous standing and walking. Occasional moderate to heavy lifting of parts or



equipment.


